Hello Year 10 Families,

I am the Year 10 Parent Coordinator for this year’s SPLAT stall. A tennis ball is thrown at a target which bursts a balloon full of water above ‘the victim’!

I am emailing to introduce myself (my contact details are at end of this email).

To run a successful SPLAT stall please:-
- **Donate $5 or a packet of balloons.** Donations to be given to Mr Chris Warren in an envelope with student’s name clearly written on the envelope.
- **Both student and parent/guardian helpers are essential.** A minimum of two students and one parent/guardian helper will be required to run SPLAT.

SPLAT is a fun stall to work......WHO DOESN’T WANT TO SPLAT TEACHERS or a fellow student?!
- Some brave teachers have already committed to be SPLAT!!!
- WHO WILL BE THE LAST GCCC STAFF MEMBER TO BE SPLAT???

Funfest runs for five hours. A roster will be sent to you closer to Funfest. The roster will be divided into 1 hour intervals.

I would love to hear from you if you are able to help or have any questions.

Thank you

Angela Mitchell (Matthew Mitchell 10G)
e-mail: angiemitch@dodo.com.au
Phone 5439 6050 or 0435 980 226